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Impressions of the Road  
Quotes 

1.  “I believe since the history of man, there has been no other account of such grandeur as 

is to be seen on this road, which passes over deep valleys and lofty mountains, by snowy 

heights, over falls of water, through the living rock and along the edges of tortuous 

torrents.” — Spanish Chronicler Pedro Cieza de León, 1548  

grandeur: something impressive-looking or awesome 

lofty: extending high in the air; of great heights 

tortuous torrents: running water or current with many turns and twists 

chronicler: historian or reporter from the time of the Spanish Conquest 

2. “The whole road is of one design…made by hand and breaking through mountain chains 

and hillsides…it is one of the greatest constructions that the world has ever seen.” 

— Spanish Chronicler Miguel de Estete, 1535 

 

3. “One of the things which I admired most, in contemplating and noting down the affairs of 

this kingdom, was to think how and in what manner they can have made such grand and 

admirable roads….” — Spanish Chronicler Pedro de Cieza de León, 1553 

contemplating: observing or studying 

affair: anything done or to be done; anything requiring action or effort; matters of commercial 

or public interest or concern 

4. “…the Indians have a million ways of crossing rivers.”  

— Spanish Chronicler José de Acosta, 1590 

 

5. “This road system was enormous and it crossed natural boundaries, canyons, and raging 

rivers that presented barriers, historically, to moving across the different regions of the 

Andes mountains.” — Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT)  Professor of 

Engineering Dr. John Ochsendorf, 2015 

 

6.  “There are so many aspects of Inka engineering that we marvel at today: their ability to 

construct stone walls which can survive earthquakes for centuries; their ability to create a 

complex road system across a very difficult landscape and to survey the road system; 
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The Great Inka Road 
How can a road system be an example of innovation? 

Quotes 

and to provide for water drainage so that through the centuries, that road system is still 

intact.” — Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT)  Professor of Engineering Dr. 

John Ochsendorf, 2015 

marvel: wonder, great surprise, or admiration 

landscape: countryside; terrain 

survey: the measuring and recording of the details of an area of land  

drainage: the process by which water or other liquids flow away into pipes or into the ground 

Paraphrased Quotes 

3. One of the things which I admired most from the Empire was to think how the Inka could 

have made such impressive roads…. — Spanish Chronicler Pedro de Cieza de León, 

1553 

 

6.  There are so many parts of Inka engineering that impress us today: their ability to 

construct stone walls which can survive earthquakes for hundreds of years; their ability to 

create a road system across a very difficult landscape; and to provide a way to move 

water safely so that, through the centuries, that road system is still in good condition. 

— Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT)  Professor of Engineering Dr. John 

Ochsendorf, 2015 
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